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The Bittinger series changed the face of developmental education with the introduction of

objective-based worktexts that presented math one concept at a time. This approach allowed

readers to understand the rationale behind each concept before practicing the associated skills and

then moving on to the next topic. With this revision, Marv Bittinger continues to focus on building

success through conceptual understanding, while also supporting readers with quality applications,

exercises, and new review and study materials to help students apply and retain their knowledge.
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I used this book for several math courses at DeVry Online. I am dyscalculic and this book helped

me immensely

The book was very helpful in helping me to finally learn Algebra. My complaint though is that the

wording is too much and very confusing to understand for anyone who has a hard time with math.

Get rid of the large pictures/graphs, study tips and objectives and maybe this book wouldn't be so

big and heavy. The examples were what saved me because they were well defined and I wouldn't

have understood what to do based on the explanations. Overall a good book.

This textbook was exactly what I needed for college. My college is online so normally I get my books

electronically, but for math I preferred a physical copy. It worked great but now that it's an outdated



edition and nobody is using it anymore, I can't sell it. Oh well, at least it got the job done.

Being a college student I never have enough math books. some authors write better than others to

help us understand hold to do math problems.I would recommend this book to help any one with

math.seller shipped very fast and book was packaged great.

This book will break down the problems and show you how to work them. I am taking a technical

math and this book is a good reference book also. If your like me, sometimes I forget the easy steps

in a problem or the hard ones. Lol.

The book arrived within 3 days. The book was in fair condition.It was not what I consider new as it

was listed. The book had some pages that had been torn out but however they were taped back in

very well. The book also had some water damage to the last 40 pages or so. The water damage

made some of the pages stick together but however there was no damage to the content on any of

the pages. I feel this was a good purchase. I save almost hundred dollars on this book compared to

an used one from my school. I may not however be able to sell the book back after my class.P.S.

Keep in mind that there is an access code for a program called MYMathLab. This will need to be

ordered on its own. This does not come with the book unless it is noted. From reviewing this book

the program will be needed to get the most out of the book.

This book is well worth the purchase. I purchased it as a required text for a college class for well

below the price of a new one (hundreds of dollars less). Besides being inexpensive, this book is

easy to follow and has awesome calculator examples for the TI 84. Great math book.

Its a text book. Like all text books the minor changes they make every year or two are minor and

pointless. in my opinion the concept is a scam. Why charge so much for a couple of minor

changes? otherwise the book is what it is,
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